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With its 81 works representing 79 artists from 14
countries, Fiberart International 2016was the 22nd
and largest-ever iteration of this tri-annual juried
exhibition sponsored by the Fiberarts Guild of
Pittsburgh. Curated by Chunghie Lee, Arturo
Alonzo Sandoval, and Tali Weinberg, it defines fiber
art broadly. “We mend and bind and entwine and un-
ravel and tear and dye and resist,” asserts Weinberg in
a printed statement that describes dynamic political
and conceptual approaches, as well as material ones.
This extensive survey of contemporary textile art was
displayed concurrently in two separate venues, the
Pittsburgh Center for the Arts (May 6–July 31, 2016)
and the Society for Contemporary Craft (May 6–
August 21, 2016).

Likeness and portraiture emerged as a
theme, with a number of works that wring personal
drama from cloth and stitching. In Riana Bovill's
Looking Back, a middle-aged woman literally fulfills
the title in the angled turn of her head and more figu-
ratively in the ineluctable melancholy of her eyes.
Seen up close as clashing bits of printed fabric, it gives
a nuanced portrayal from just a step away. Others
might find Mary Pal’s The Drifter similarly evocative
for its almost photorealist harmonica-player’s face
rendered in scratchy white cheesecloth on a black
ground.

More pointed issues of social justice concerns
are the subject in several works across varying issues.
Penny Mateer and Martha Wasik’s piece, THIS Revo-
lution Will Not Be Televised #13 Protest Series, repro-
duces the faces of black people killed by police,
placed in a geometric pattern of stars and circles that
hover in a deft tension between traditional quilt craft-
ing and internet-age flash. This Best in Showwinner
convinces through power and delicacy, tradition, and
contemporaneity. Meanwhile, The Artist’s Muse by
Dawn Williams Boyd engages related themes of race,
with additional investigation of gender and the body.
An African American woman, portrayed nude in the
style of early 20th century abstraction, expresses an-
guish as she is gripped and twisted by hands that visi-
bly emerge from the background of the quilt. This
rumination on identity and objectification, comfort
and exploitation, knowingly harnesses tropes of
beauty to create unsettling results. 

At a diverging, but similarly urgent level of 
inquiry, issues of environment emerge. How do you

ABOVE: RIANA BOVILL Looking Back Fabric, embroidery thread, stitch-
ing, 30.5" x 17.5", 2014. Photo by the artist.

BELOW: MARY PAL The Drifter Cheesecloth on canvas, quilting, 41" x
30", 2015.(Based on a photograph by Billy Reeves.) 

Art photo: Ray Pilon.
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convey ugliness and poison in a media for which
color and material retain their visual and tactile
appeal? Barbara Heller’s One Way navigates this
paradox most effectively. A flooded urban land-
scape—New Orleans?—still alarming in its color-
ful presentation, features a pelican, clearly
struggling, in the foreground. Inset details illustrat-
ing contaminated conditions of earth and sea
complete the portrait, effectively infusing toxic
foreboding within a large screen of brightness. 

The broadest category of works in the
shows includes pieces that blend the tactility of
weaving and textiles with forays into concept, legi-
ble at the level of intellectual exercise but not nec-
essarily translatable as pedantic message. Because
these are the most numerous, they leave individ-
ual viewers to choose favorites among many.
Amber O'Harrow's Intestine Necklace is conspicu-
ously hilarious. It speaks with surrealistic clarity to
gut feelings and gnawing of the bowels, thanks to
pearly false teeth stitched into the wearable
lumpy links. In contrast, Snellandschap Luchtweg
(Fast Landscape Airway) by Pauline MM Nijenhuis
of The Netherlands also deserves special mention.
As the terminal side of an airport runway, the 

subject is seemingly banal. Yet the finely woven 
articulation is exquisitely refined in color and
resolution, with delicate patterned gradation
within the weaving, making no small reference to
the tall skies and surgical details of more tradi-
tional Dutch landscape. It is strangely reticent, yet
very stirring. It rewards close scrutiny as it wavers
among abstraction and representation, tactility,
and visual depth.

In this work and the show as a whole,
fiber arts are as vibrant and versatile as the 
curators assert. They weigh in on any issue of 
contemporary artistic expression, with medium-
specific materials and traditions, all while 
maintaining their richness.

www.pittsburgharts.org

www.contemporarycraft.org

The full-color catalog for Fiberart International 2016 is
available online at: www.fiberartinternational.org

—Charles Rosenblum is a Pittsburgh-based historian,
critic, and journalist. He writes about visual arts and the
built environment.

PENNY MATEER in collaboration with MARTHAWASIK

THIS Revolution Will Not Be Televised: #13 Protest Series 
Commercial fabric, digital printing, quilting, 94" x 77", 2015. 

Photo: Larry Berman.

DAWNWILLIAMS BOYD The Artist’s Muse
Assorted fabrics, quilting, 75.5" x 59", 2015. 

Photo by the artist.
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